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HOMEWORK: PREPARATION FOR WEEK 4 

Subjects Covered This Week 

• Reading Lesson 5 
• Literature Lesson 2 
• Story: “Plagues and Polemics” 

Reading 

1. Ponder these questions: 
 

What kinds of books do you read? At what level do you stop a book because it’s too 
hard? Is there a book you own that you want to be able to read but it’s too much 
work? Do you think it’s just one level above you, or maybe more than that? When 
you hear other people talk about what they’re reading, do you feel a little guilty that 
you don’t read things like that? Do you just figure that’s for them but not for you? Do 
you feel inspired? Something else (or maybe nothing at all)? 

 
2. We skipped Lesson 4, which gives a lot of suggestions about different kinds of things to 

read and contains a recommended reading list compiled from my own life. Please read 
Lesson 4 from your handbook (“What to Read”). 

 
If you can, go to a (non-Christian) bookstore or library and estimate how many books are 
in the categories of fiction, self-help, and theology (or “Christianity”). You’re not trying to 
count them… maybe just estimate percentages or ratios. You’re just getting an idea of 
which types of literature have more volumes available and which have less.   

 
• Does the number of titles available on a subject determine the worthwhileness of 

reading or prioritizing that subject?  
 

• Do you see anything in the Christianity section that looks like something you 
might like to read?  

 
• Do you see anything that you wish weren’t there because other people may read 

it and be led astray? 
 
3. Look at my recommended reading list and scan a few others online. Make your own list 

of books from different categories that you would like to read. If you’re an avid fiction 
reader, try to expand your nonfiction reading. If you don’t read at all, try to make a plan 
that will challenge you but not overwhelm you. Choosing the hardest “eat your 
vegetables because it’s good for you” kinds of books will not be motivating for anyone. 
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4. Pick one book to start reading now. You can start it as soon as you want to. Along the 
way, try to pay attention to what’s happening in your mind as you read, and see if you 
can apply some of what we’re learning in class to the process. 

 

 
Vocabulary 

Here are three more words to learn. Read the long definitions, memorize the short ones: 

• Calvinism 
• Arminianism 
• Lexicon 

Be sure to keep reviewing all that you’ve learned so far! 

• Canon: The books we currently have in our Bible. 
• Exegesis: The explanation of a text based on careful, objective analysis. 
• Hermeneutic: How someone thinks Scripture ought to be interpreted and why they think that’s the 

best way. 
• Polemic: A strong written or spoken attack against a belief or set of beliefs. 
• Myth: Traditional tales held by a group of people, usually containing supernatural characters and 

events. 
• Systematic Theology: The organization of theological concepts into categorical systems. 

 

Literature 

Using whatever devotional or reading plan you normally use, read the next scripture passage 
in the following translations. Take notes about what is different between the translation 
options and think about why translators make the word choices they do. (If you don’t have 
something to read currently, try Hebrews 2, starting in verse 5. It’s got parts in it that really 
benefit from a rewording!) 

• King James Version 
• English Standard Version 
• New International Version 
• New Living Translation 

 

Logic 

Review the “Avoiding the Question” fallacies you learned last time by completing Logic 
Lesson 3 in the student handbook. (Answers are available as a PDF on the class website.) 
Next week we’ll talk about fallacies that involve making assumptions. 


